Meeting with officials (or their staff) in person is a critical part of your campaign. This is your chance to impress the official with your campaign’s community strength and political savvy and to persuade the official of the need for your proposed ordinance. Therefore these meetings must be planned strategically and carefully. Below is a checklist to help you prepare and coordinate the logistics of this type of meeting.

**PRE-MEETING CHECKLIST MEETING WITH OFFICIAL IN PERSON**

- **1. Research the elected official**
  - Figure out what groups and individuals have influence with him/her
  - Determine what messages will appeal to him/her
  - Get copies of the statements listing his/her contributors from the city clerks office

- **2. Determine who will attend the meeting**
  - Select people to attend based on who fits the strategy for this official
  - Make sure you have someone in your group who can lobby
  - Only invite people you know, no wild cards

- **3. Set up the meeting**
  - Call the official’s office to set up the meeting
  - Later, send an e-mail to the office to confirm the meeting

- **4. Decide the message focus**
  - Determine what will appeal to this official and which messages to use
  - Decide what you are asking the official to do (Support? Vote? Champion?)
  - Decide what your fallback request will be
  - Talk about the message and goals
5. Decide what materials to bring
- Determine who will develop specific materials (for example, who will breakdown survey results by district)
- Determine who will bring the materials and put them in a folder
- Based on your research, predict as best as you can what information the official will want and bring that
- Try to bring a small reminder of your campaign (i.e.: a picture of your family or coalition, hand written notes from community members...etc.). DO NOT bring anything of monetary value

6. Decide what part of the message each person will deliver
- Write talking points for each person and deliver them well before the meeting
- Rehearse talking points with them days before the meeting either over the phone or in person
- Remember, meetings are always unpredictable so make sure your talking points are concise and to the point

7. Call people the day before to remind them of the meeting
- Make sure they can still attend
- Remind them where you will be meeting and when (provide directions and parking information)
- Exchange cell phone numbers for last minute needs
- Reconfirm your appointment with the office of the official

8. Meet an hour before the meeting at a nearby coffee shop
- Walk through how the meeting will go
- Talk about the message and goals
- Walk over to the meeting together

9. Think about what to say, connecting both personally and on policy
- If anyone in the meeting knows the council member personally prepare that person to engage in a short personal exchange with the official, bring up stories or anecdotes from back in the district
- For others, think about what you know about the elected official that you might talk about if the situation arises (for example, figure out if the official has been in the news lately)

10. Post-meeting
- Follow up afterwards with the official with a thank you email and answer to any questions
- If appropriate, post a picture of your meeting on social media and be sure to tag the elected official